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Important emergency numbers

Fire department rescue service: 112
Police:  110

Medical on-call service:  116 117

Important information for the populationwww.gemeinde-brechen.deInstall warning apps

Dear fellow citizens,

New siren systems were installed in the commu-
nity of Brechen with the aim of being able to ef-
fectively warn the population through appropriate 
placement and orientation within the community.

The purpose of this brochure is to inform you 
about siren signals and their meaning. Please 
read this brochure carefully and keep it.

The occasions we warn you about are very dif-
ferent. Please therefore follow the instructions in 
this booklet.

I recommend that you also install the warning app 
“NINA” from the Federal Offi  ce for Civil Protection 
and Disaster Assistance and the offi  cial warning 
and information app of the state of Hessen “hes-
senWARN” on your mobile phone.

You are also welcome to fi nd out more about the 
app from the municipality of Brechen.

This means you are always fully informed about 
possible damage situations.

Your mayor

Frank Groos

This leafl et and information about the siren alarm 
in other languages can be found on the Brechen 
municipality website:

www.gemeinde-brechen.de/bevoelkerungsschutz



Even large-scale outages in the area of mobile 
communications or landlines are dealt with as 
quickly as possible by the network operators
Fixed. 

If the telecommunications outage continues for 
a longer period of time, the fire stations will be 
manned so that help can be requested in emer-
gencies. 

Also inform your neighbors or people in need 
around you.

Large-scale power outages are usually  
resolved within a few hours.
 
If the power outage continues for a longer  
period of time, the fire stations will be  
manned so that help can be requested  
in emergencies.
 
Also inform your neighbors or people in need 
around you.

In the event of major damage or other  
extraordinary events, the municipal  
administration will set up a citizen hotline.
 
You can then receive further information  
by calling 0 64 38 / 9 12 99 99.

If the drinking water supply fails, please in-
form the municipal administration by calling 
06438/9129-660. 
 
In the event of major disruptions, we will also 
inform you via the municipality‘s homepage  
or through loudspeaker announcements

Reasons for warning can be:
Major fires, natural events, releases of hazardous 
substances that affect a larger group of people in 
your area.

Telecommunications failure Power failure

Extraordinary eventsDisruption to the drinking water supply

What is being warned about?

Citizen telephone 
0 64 38  / 9 12 99 99

Drinking water fault number 
0 64 38  / 91 29-660

Siren warning signals Telecommunications & drinking water Power supply & damage cases

Warning

Alerting the fire department

All clear

One-minute, rising and falling howling tone

Continuous tone for one minute, interrupted twice
Be considerate of emergency vehicles!

One minute continuous tone

here is no longer any danger - the warning has been lifted

Keep Calm!
Visit an apartment or building!
Close windows and doors!
Switch off ventilation and air conditioning devices!
Turn on the radio (HR, RadioFFH)!
Pay attention to loudspeaker announcements!
ONLY dial 112 in an emergency or in acute danger!


